Hashtag Challenge @selbygardens

As you walk around the Gardens, decide which plants are worthy of the hashtags below. When you decide, take a photo of or a selfie with the plant (being careful not to disturb it). Upload your to Instagram or Facebook, caption the picture with the hashtag and the name of the plant, and tag Selby Gardens with the handle @selbygardens.

#iwannaliveinit
#ifiwereaplantidbethisone
#lookinsharp
#flowerchild
#canitakeithome
#cantbeleafitsreal
#newbestbud
#biggestshowoff
#sayhellotomylittlefrond
#weirdestplantever
#mostlikelytotakeovertheworld
#plantyouwantonadesertisland
#plantyouwantforprotectioninazombieapocalypse